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Abstract: This work is devoted to the second order rational Bézier curve coefficients estimation.
We present the methodology of unique coefficients for each type of ship computation. In the presented
formulas of ship’s length, a draft and angular path combined with a drift path are used. This approach
leads to the simplest and most accurate Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) path modeling.
Three rational curve control points are waypoints (WPT). Using WPTs as curve control points allows
integrating a trajectory intuitive for the navigator with a path predicting model used as a reference
in the control system. Research was done based on real-time data originating from the MASS
autonomous trajectory tracking system. The presented mathematical modeling tool may be treated
as the best way of future trajectory prediction due to low computation power required.

Keywords: MASS trajectory modeling; unique weight coefficients; rational bézier curve;
curve control points

1. Introduction

Maritime Autonomous Surface Ships (MASS) need information about their future path,
especially during safe trajectory determination and model-based control application. The problem
of trajectory modeling and prediction is not trivial. In order to get a feasible path, one needs to take
into account the controlled object dynamics. During trajectory estimation physical constraints of
an autonomous ship have to be satisfied. They determine the minimum curvature radius, tangent
acceleration and all three velocities (longitudinal, transversal and angular). Moreover, the generated
trajectory needs to be smooth and in the case of the ship her velocities along all three axes need to
be constant.

For navigators, the waypoints’ coordinates definition is the easiest and natural way of trajectory
determination. When plotted on a chart or the Electronic Chart Display and Information System
(ECDIS), they are connected with straight line segments. But, due to ship dynamics, the trajectory
defined in this way is not feasible. When applied to MASS it generates big errors in control signals on
turns, which are undesirable. These errors may be minimized using model-based control strategies
combined with reference generation optimization.

Model Predictive Control (MPC) is one of the model-based control strategies used to track a
predefined trajectory. There are several methods used for reference generation. An off-line trajectory
generation scheme was proposed in [1]. Smooth trajectories are generated based on circle-segments,
generalized paths and bi-elementary paths taking into account specific actuator constraints and field
geometry. But this approach may be used only when there is no possibility to collide with other
moving objects and it is not applicable for MASS which requires on-line reference generation and
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smoothing. Trajectory planning as combination of the potential-field like function and reachability sets
was presented in [2], where artificial potential field maps surrounding the region with all obstacles
combined with target trajectory generation subsystem were used to identify a reachable safe trajectory.
The trajectory generation subsystem combines potential fields with vehicle dynamics in order to
deliver reference as a state set. This method gives feasible references and is real-time applicable.
It may be applied to ship overtaking, but there is a difficulty in recalculation from waypoints (WPT)
to the potential field form. The MPC trajectories generation method proposed in [3] introduces
general-purpose path- and trajectory planners. The planned trajectories conform to the actuator
capabilities and map decisions about constraints and optimization parameters into a functional
system. Unambiguous reference is generated based on static environment and vehicle’s state. Neither
other moving objects nor a reference change during vehicle operation are taken into account, which
disqualifies the above-described approach from using it in MASS.

Geometrical on-line modeling approaches have also been described in the literature. Xi and Baras
in [4] proposed angular acceleration control instead of angular velocity control used in the Dubians’
optimal trajectory, where a vehicle is forced to stop at each path connection point. This approach gives a
possibility of smooth reference generation based on a set of WPTs and obstacle avoidance. This method
is applicable for wheeled autonomous vehicles, where no sideways slip is taken into account,
which prevents its direct application in MASS. Dynamic path planning based on a B-spline template
with minimizing the curvature of a path in 3D space is described in [5]. Continuity of the curvature
makes a trajectory smooth and prevents the controlled object from stopping at discontinuities—WPTs.
This method is interesting and promising for use in MASS, but requires solving the problem of a
safe channel definition for instantaneously changing safe trajectory reference generated by the ship’s
anti-collision subsystem. Shi et.al [6] proposed connecting of the rapidly-exploring random tree
(RRT) with the CC Steer algorithm combined with cubic polynomial global path approximation.
The RRT algorithm plans an optimal collision-free path in the current environment, the CC Steer
algorithm smooths it and cubic polynomial approximation allows for vehicle dynamics incorporation.
The proposed algorithm should be enhanced and should take into account objects moving in the
vicinity of their own ship as well as allow modifying the generated trajectory in order to be used for
ship’s reference generation.

The moving Window Blocking (MVB) scheme is a strategy, where inputs are blocked and shifted
each time step [7]. In this concept the time-dependent blocking matrix is used, which provides stability
and feasibility in a closed-loop control. This scheme may be directly applied to a reference trajectory
given as straight line segments connecting consecutive WPTs. The only difficulty is determining the
length of the time window, which should depend on the vessel’s turning angle, as well as the maneuver
path advance in conventional MPC trajectory tracking.

After the analysis of the reference trajectory generation methods, it seems that the most promising
combination is MPC with an external feasible trajectory predictor. The ship’s path may be modeled as:

– ship motion pattern based on the Latent Dirichlet Allocation model [8], which is based on trajectory
datasets represented as limited series of motion words and needs big amount of data to give
reliable model;

– probabilistic model of the ship handling behavior patterns in the Automatic Identification System
(AIS) data using the sub-trajectory clustering algorithm [9], where the AIS data is processed to get
ship handling behavior basics;

– spline model for trajectory estimation based on the AIS data [10], where AIS data needs to be
filtered and then may be used to map ship’s maneuverability;

– deterministic model based on the concept of a predefined trajectories database containing safe
and optimal paths of a ship [11];

– model determined by density-based spatial clustering of applications with the noise (DBSCAN)
algorithm combined with the Artificial Neural Network learning relationship of turning regions
and generating a feasible route based on massive AIS data [12],
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– using Bézier curves [13], which seems to be the least computationally complex and parameterizable.

Bézier curves in path modeling allow taking into account ship dynamics. Hassani and Lande [13]
proposed generation of a feasible paths set and assignment of a cost function to each of them. They used
differential flatness property of the vehicle to reconstruct all states of the vessels during a maneuver
in constrained waterways. They used 5th order Bézier curves and treated control points as design
variables during the optimization process. Bézier curves are also popular in mobile robots, where a
feasible path is also consistent with vehicle dynamics. Yang and Choi [14] used a cubic Bézier curve
to make an S-curve path. Choi et al. [15] used Bézier curves as a seed function for the path planning
algorithm as an alternative to cubic splines. This approach, involving non-linear optimization tasks,
allows for collision avoidance. Cubic Bézier curves are also used for intelligent wheelchair door
passing [16]. Control points are determined using optimization methods and mechanical constraints
of the wheelchair are satisfied. Temporal Spatial cubic Bézier curves are used for simultaneous arrival
of multiple unmanned vehicles path planning [17]. A smooth trajectory with the continuous radius
along the entire path is generated and control points are selected by the genetic algorithm.

In all the mentioned above applications Bézier polynomial curves of 3rd and higher order are used
for unmanned or autonomous vehicle path estimation. The obtained paths are feasible, because vehicle
dynamics is taken into account during a path generation process. Therefore, it was decided that Bézier
curves would be used to predict a future ship trajectory for the control purpose.

The aim of this work was to model a ship’s feasible path using the lowest order rational Bézier
curve and to parametrize control points and weight coefficients. This approach allows for future
trajectory prediction that is fast and requires low computing power. The presented methodology will
be used for ship parallel motion modeling and used as a reference trajectory in the MPC MASS system.
We propose using rational Bézier curves because of their high modeling accuracy combined with
low computational complexity. The above mentioned conditions should be met in a parallel traffic
control system to avoid collision between two MASS sailing close to each other. In the automatically
controlled underway replenishment (UNREP) system a long trajectory prediction horizon is required
to ensure accuracy of the predictive control. In real floating MASS a prediction horizon was set equal
to 100 sample times [18].

Moreover, in a fully operational MASS system there is a need to combine the standard trajectory
description based on WPTs with feasible reference provided to the control system. Each ship has
unique dynamics, characterized by inertia and the circulation radius. A possibility of taking into
account this dynamics at the reference trajectory generation stage leads to feasible future reference
prediction and improves MPC control performance. Replacement of a complex mathematical model
with a parametrized curve decreases computational complexity. We propose rational Bézier curve
parametrization based on particular ship parameters in order to generate reference which may be
directly followed by specific MASS.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2.1 describes the problem of MASS feasible
trajectory generation. In Section 2.2 a short description of the Bézier curve as a geometrical tool is
presented. In Section 2.3 training ships used during the research are described. In Section 2.4 we show
the way of rational curve coefficients determination, while Section 3 is devoted to the presentation of
the results of our work.

2. Materials And Methods

2.1. Problem Statement

Waypoints (WPTs) are the points described by latitude and longitude values. In navigation,
WPTs are connected by straight line segments. They are a natural way to determine a ship’s trajectory
used by the navigator and sufficient for the helmsman when a ship is in the manual control mode.
A human, due to experience and prediction ability, begins the turn before the WPT is passed and
finishes it on the next trajectory segment. But for MASS this way of a trajectory description is infeasible
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and gives the overshoot in automatic control. Moreover, it requires the turn starting position definition
in order to ensure turn finishing on the next trajectory segment.

Model Predictive Ship Control requires a reference trajectory. Providing reference as a set of WPTs
leads to big prediction errors in their vicinity. So, there is a need to model a reference ship’s path with
a curve instead of straight line segments. A simple, fast and reliable feasible path generator, which can
predict a future trajectory consistent with dynamics of the ship, is required.

So, there is a need to connect a human-friendly description with feasible input for the trajectory
tracking system. We propose Bézier curve path modeling, in which a curve order will be as low
as possible. It simplifies and speeds up computations. We decided to use Bézier rational curves,
because not every trajectory may be approximated by a Bézier polynomial curve. The only polynomial
conic curve is a parabola, while ship’s circulation in the steady state is approximated by a circle.
Moreover, the ship’s turn is an ellipse segment. Unfortunately, these curves are not accurately
approximated by polynomial Bézier curves. The second reason why we decided to use rational
Bézier curves is the ability to involve ship parameters in coefficients estimation. In our approach,
we are able to take into account ship’s leeward tendency, velocities and dimensions. It was assumed
that the maneuver is not trivial. A feasible path is modeled as composition of straight line motion,
arc movement and straight line motion. Curve parametrization avoids setting control points based on
optimization procedures and allows WPTs to become Bézeir curve control points.

2.2. Bézier Curves

We now briefly present the notion of de Casteljau algorithm and Bézier curves to provide some
information about our main geometrical tool. Let n ∈ N, and let us select a finite sequence of n + 1
different points P0, . . . , Pn on a plane R2. Let l be a polygonal chain with vertices at P0, . . . , Pn. For any
t ∈ [0, 1], let us divide every segment PiPi+1 of l in the proportion t : 1− t. The resulting points we
denote by P1

0 , . . . , P1
n−1.

We repeat the described process as long as only one point P(t) is left, which is the point of our
desired curve. The above described algorithm is called the Casteljau algorithm (see Figure 1), where the
obtained points form the Bézeir curve P : [0, 1] → R2. The points P0, . . . , Pn are called the control
points of P, while the polygonal chain l is called the Bézier chain or control chain

Figure 1. De Caslteljau algorithm

The Bézier curve P : [0, 1]→ R2 is a polynomial curve, that is, if P is described by n + 1 control
points then its coordinates are described by some polynomials of the variable t of the degree not
exceeding n. Moreover, P is contained in the convex hull of the control points P0, . . . , Pn, and P is
invariant under any affine transformation of the plane R2.

Let us now consider the polynomials

Bn
i (t) =

(
n
i

)
ti(1− t)n−i dla i = 0, . . . , n. (1)

We also define Bn
i (t) = 0 for i < 0 and i > n. Bn

i ’s are called the Bernstein polynomials
(see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Bernstein polynomials

One can observe [19] that the control points of a Bezier curve P determine the coefficients of this
curve in the Bernstein polynomial basis, that is

P(t) =
n

∑
j=0

PjBn
j (t). (2)

In further considerations it occurs that polynomial Bezier curves are flexible not enough for our
purpose, so let us now dive into the notion of rational Bezier curves.

Let us choose points P0, . . . , Pn in the 3-dimensional space R3. Every curve P : [0, 1]→ R3 can be
identified with a system of three functions X, Y, W : [0, 1]→ R, that is

P(t) = (X(t), Y(t), W(t)), t ∈ [0, 1]. (3)

Let E denote the 2-dimensional plane in R3 defined by

E = {(x, y, w) ∈ R3 | w = 1}, (4)

and let p be the curve on E defined by

p(t) = (
X(t)
W(t)

,
X(t)
W(t)

, 1). (5)

If we change the coordinate system translating the X and Y axes by the vector [0, 0, 1], we can
treat the curve p as a curve on a 2-dimensional plane, once again denoted by p, defined as

p(t) = (
X(t)
W(t)

,
X(t)
W(t)

). (6)

Thus, if X(t), Y(t), W(t) are polynomial functions, then the coordinates of p(t) are rational.
Now, any point p = (x, y) of R2 (which we identify with E) can be described by a vector

[X, Y, W] ∈ R3 so that

x =
X
W

and y =
X
W

. (7)

Note that this description is not unique. Multiplication of X, Y, W by a positive constant gives us
the same point p.

Now, let pi = (xi, yi), i = 0, . . . , n, be points on the 2-dimensional plane. Having weights
W0, . . . , Wn, one can define points Pi = (Wixi, Wiyi, Wi) ∈ R3, i = 0, . . . , n, so that Pi defines the
rational Bézeir curve with pis as the control points via the procedure described above.

Let P0, . . . , Pn ∈ R3. Let us recall that every Pj = (Xi, Yj, Wj). These points define some polynomial
Bézier curve in R3 by

P(t) =
n

∑
j=0

PjBn
j (t). (8)
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Since the points P0, . . . , Pn define some points pi = (
Xj
Wj

,
Yj
Wj

), we can define a rational Bézier curve

p : [0, 1]→ R2 by

p(t) =
∑n

j=0 Wj · pjBn
j (t)

∑n
j=0 Wj · Bn

j (t)
, (9)

Obviously [19], rational Bézier curves generalize the notion of a polynomial Bézier curves.
Moreover, similarly to the polynomial ones, rational Bézier curves are invariant under any
affine transformation.

2.3. Test Bed—Training Ships

Bézier rational curve ship’s path modeling was performed based on the data obtained during
training ships’ trajectory tracking. Training ships were used for the research due to difficulty in
accessing merchant ships. All experiments were conducted in real time on the Silm lake, Poland,
with the use of real floating training ships owned by the Foundation of Safety of Navigation and
Environment Protection. In our research, two ships were used – the Liquid Natural Gas (LNG)
Carrier “Dorchester Lady” and the Very Large Crude Carrier (VLCC) “Blue Lady” (see Figure 3).
Their silhouettes are shown in Figure 4.

(a)
(b)

Figure 3. VLCC “Blue Lady” (a) and “Dorchester Lady” (b)—training ships.

Figure 4. VLCC “Blue Lady” (a) and “Dorchester Lady” (b)—training ships silhouettes.

Both training ships are built in 1:24 scale in accordance to the geometric, kinematic and dynamic
similarity laws, with no constant Reynolds numbers (due to the fact that ships and models move in the
same environment). This leads to real merchant ships’ dynamics mapping. So, these training ships
behave in the same way as full-size ships. Training ships dimensions are collected in Table 1.
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Table 1. Training ship dimensions.

VLCC LNG Carrier
“Blue Lady” “Dorchester Lady”

Length overall L [m] 13.78 11.33
Breadth B [m] 2.38 1.80

Draft T [m] 0.86 0.50
Displacement D [T] 22.83 8.21
Max. speed u [kn] 3.10 3.20

The VLCC “Blue Lady” is equipped with the electric main engine, screw and rudder blade.
Moreover, she has two pairs of tunnel and rotatable thrusters located at the bow and the stern, which
are used only during maneuvers in the restricted waters. The LNG Carier “Dorchester Lady” has two
electric azipods located astern combined with tunnel and rotatable thrusters located at the bow.

2.4. Method of Rational Bézier Curve Coefficient Determination

Modeling using the rational Bézier curve requires curve order, control points’ position and values
of weights estimation. We started the approximation procedure with the square rational curve due
to the standard way of arc and circle modeling. WPTs were chosen as the control points, because we
wanted to use the standard ship’s trajectory description, which consists of a set of consecutive WPTs.
The first set of weights was selected empirically. The preliminary test results, with the empirically
chosen weights, showed that it is possible to model a feasible ship’s trajectory using the second order
rational Bézier curve. The whole procedure was iterative one. Initial guess weights were modified and
a modeled trajectory was compared with the one registered during the real-time lake trial. After the
whole procedure, it turned out that it is possible to find the coefficients of the second order rational
curve, enabling accurate modeling of ship trajectories. Modeling errors were less than ship’s breadth,
which is acceptable for a control purpose.

The obtained preliminary results showed that there is no need for higher order curve usage due to
ship trajectory modeling potential. Our motivation was to generalize the trajectory modeling method
for all ship types. So we decided to find the relationship between values of rational Bézier curve
coefficients and particular ship dimensions and motion parameters. We connected them according to
the procedure described below.

Curve coefficients were estimated in an experimental way, knowing that the ship’s movement is
affected by parameters such as: drift, longitudinal, transversal and angular velocities, displacement
and length overall. Displacement and length overall are static parameters. Drift and all three velocities
(longitudinal, transversal and angular) are dynamic ones, because they change during a trajectory
tracking process and depend on one another. We expected that input and output rational curve
coefficients depend on her coefficient on the arc. We also expected the quadratic or square root
relationship between them due to the order of a selected rational Bézier curve.

Ship’s inertia and the turning radius depend on ship’s length and displacement. The ship’s
movement method during her turn may be defined by the angular and drift path. The angular path is
defined by

ϕ =
∫
|r|dt, (10)

where r denotes angular velocity, and describes ship’s angle of turn. Combined with the circulation
radius R, it determines length of the path traveled by the ship in the longitudinal axis (in an arc) which
is defined by

Sϕ = Rϕ. (11)

Sϕ is used for ship’s position is modeled curve prediction. Its combination with the measured
longitudinal speed allows determining the current position on the approximated trajectory and
predicting future ship’s position. One can predict longitudinal ship’s speed based on the past and
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current values of angular and transversal velocities combined with the distance traveled along a curve
or a straight line.

The drift path is defined by

Sdrift =
∫
|v|dt (12)

and it determines length of the path traveled by the ship in the transversal axis due to centrifugal force.
The coefficient on arc (W2) depends on ship’s length, displacement, angular and drift path lengths.

It is defined by

W2 =
Lϕ

∇(1− c)Sdrift
, (13)

where: L—length overall, ∇—displacement, r—angular velocity, v—transversal velocity,
c—dimensionless coefficient. The coefficient c value is a ratio of trajectory approaching time (tapp) and
the whole maneuver time (tm)

c =
tapp

tm
. (14)

Ship dynamics is independent of the performed motion and ship inertia does not change with
changing angular velocity. So, input (W1) and output (W3) coefficients have the same value and
they depend only on the coefficient on arc value. They are the inverse of a square root of the arc
coefficient W2:

W1 = W3 =
1√
W2

. (15)

It was proved by the computer simulations that these values give the best Bézier curve trajectory
approximation results.

According to the methodology described above, ship’s path modeling is based on a set of known
WPTs and requires two coefficient values calculation.

3. Results

This section presents the results of ship trajectory modeling with the use of Bézier rational curves.
All, the presented trajectories, called “ship’s trajectory”, were registered during real time lake trials.
The training ships were then in automatic control. For the VLCC “Blue Lady”, we referred to the
papers of Rybczak and Tomera [20–22], where trajectory tracking performance was described in a very
detailed way. We also use trajectories registered during the LNG “Dorchester Lady” path following
described in [18].

Figures 5 and 6 present the exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectories
approximation. The red line connects WPTs and indicates a reference ship’s trajectory. The ship’s
trajectory registered during automatic control trials is represented by the solid black line. In the first
exemplary trial presented in Figure 5, the VLCC training ship turns 95◦ to the port side. The largest
distance between real and modeled trajectories reaches 3.1 m. The ship turns closer to the middle
WPT and her circulation radius is smaller than in the modeled curve. In the second exemplary trial
shown in Figure 6 the VLCC training ship turns 45◦ to the starboard side. The biggest observed error
in modeling reaches 4.0 m. Modeling errors are closely-coupled with the automatic control quality.
Ship trajectory oscillations cause errors in coefficients’ computations. Moreover, when the ship moves
on the outside of the reference trajectory the error increases due to the assumption made that the Bézier
rational curve is inscribed between two straight lines defining a reference trajectory.

Figures 7–9 present the LNG carrier training ship’s turns of 20◦, 45◦ and 55◦ to the port,
starboard and starboard sides respectively. In these Figures reference trajectories consisting of WPTs
connected with straight lines, are marked by red lines. Black lines are used to present the real training
ship’s trajectory. The rational Bézier curve modeled trajectory is presented as the solid blue line.
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There are very small oscillations and errors in the LNG carrier training ship’s automatic trajectory
tracking system. This leads to higher quality modeling using rational Bézier curves. The maximum
deviations of the modeled curve from the real trajectory in three exemplary cases are respectively:
1.5 m, 1.3 m and 0.5 m for three exemplary trials. For the other measurements the maximum deviations
values are between the whole and quarter ship’s breadth and their mean value is about half of the
ship’s breadth.
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Figure 5. Exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectory approximation at 90◦ turn to
the port side (a) and trajectory enlarging near the middle WPT (b).
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Figure 6. Exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectory approximation at 45◦ turn to
the starboard side (a) and trajectory enlarging near the middle WPT (b).
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Figure 7. Exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectory approximation at 20◦ turn to
the port side (a) and trajectory enlarging near the middle WPT (b).
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Figure 8. Exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectory approximation at 45◦ turn to
the starboard side (a) and trajectory enlarging near the middle WPT (b).

Table 2 summarizes the research data for three exemplary trials. The VLCC training ship trajectory
was modeled less accurately. Deviations of rational Bézier curve coefficients reach 14% of the average
value from all the experiments. In the case of the LNG carrier training ship their deviations do
not exceed 10%. The maximum observed error values, presented in Table 2, were computed as
the maximum absolute distance between the modeled and real-time registered ship’s trajectory.
These values are equal to the absolute error computed as a supremum. The ship was positioned along
the modeled path with the use of Sϕ value. The maximum observed error in trajectory approximation
for the VLCC ship reaches 4.0 m which is almost three times bigger than the absolute error in trajectory
approximation for the LNG carrier. During the entire analyzed maneuver, the ship maneuvers for
about 50% of the time to reach a target trajectory, as indicated by the c coefficient values.
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Figure 9. Exemplary VLCC “Blue Lady” rational Bézier curve trajectory approximation at 55◦ turn to
the starboard side (a) and trajectory enlarging near the middle WPT (b).

Table 2. Exemplary rational Bézier curves coefficients, dimensionless coefficient, angular and
drift paths.

ex. max. c angular drift W2 W1,3
error [m] coef. [–] path [m] path [m] coef. [–] coef. [–]

VLCC 1 3.1 0.65 116.46 27.99 3.65 0.52
VLCC 2 4.0 0.46 73.96 15.03 2.76 0.60
LNG 1 1.5 0.61 64.79 19.99 5.99 0.41
LNG 2 1.3 0.57 103.17 31.41 5.41 0.43
LNG 3 0.5 0.50 98.18 28.06 4.96 0.45

4. Discussion

Using WPTs as the curve control points allows integration a trajectory intuitive for the navigator
with a path predicting model used as reference in the control system. Input weights parametrization is
important, due to their time consuming optimization procedure avoidance. Moreover, we conducted
the ship’s path modeling analysis based on the automatic trajectory tracking results for training ships.

It is possible to average rational Bézier curve coefficients W1, W2, W3 for each ship. They are
ship’s turn angle independent, but different for each vessel type and dimensions. The research results
showed that, input (W1) and output (W2) coefficients have the same value which depends only on
the on arc (W2) coefficient value. However, the on arc coefficient is parametrized in accordance with
the adopted assumptions and depends on ship’s length, displacement, angular path, drift path and
trajectory approaching time to the whole maneuver time ratio. This statement is crucial for future
off-line coefficients estimation, for the real-time on-line trajectory prediction system. Off-line estimated
coefficients, which are independent of WPTs position and ship’s angle of turn, may be used during
curve line reference trajectory generation.

The proposed geometrical modeling tool is easy to use and implement in any MASS system.
We incorporated ship maneuvering characteristics into the rational Bézier curve points computation
algorithm using weight coefficients dependent on ship parameters. During future trajectory prediction,
there is a need only to provide individual WPT coordinates in order to compute feasible reference.
Moreover, there is no need to optimize a predicted trajectory, which may be directly applied as
reference to any automatic ship control system. Curve trajectory usage, instead of a set of straight line
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segments, improves control quality by overshoots on turns and oscillations in trajectory tracking after
turn elimination.

The presented tool may be applied to safe trajectory determination in MASS and the navigator’s
decision support systems. This tool may also be used as a reference trajectory generator in all
model-based and predictive control ship trajectory tracking automatic control systems. Having two
or more MASS equipped with the Bézier curve based trajectory prediction system and making them
exchange values of their coefficients and WPT coordinates, there is a possibility to identify whether
there is a risk of collision near the WPT. In the conventional anti-collision scheme the ship is assumed
to be moving along a straight line with a constant speed. During anti-collision maneuver computation
only the present motion vectors are taken into account. Dynamic properties of the ships are not
analyzed. So, this modeling tool may also be useful in MASS collision avoidance and during studies
on convergence of trajectories and a possibility of collision during the UNREP maneuver.

We got much better results for the LNG carrier training ships due to better quality of her automatic
control. There are less oscillations and overshoots in the registered trajectories. It leads to higher
precision in c-coefficient estimation and therefore input weights of the rational Bézier curve are
calculated with greater accuracy. The rational Bézier curve coefficients were computed with accuracy
better than 10% for the LNG carrier and 18% for the VLCC. More accurate determination of the
coefficients and their smaller standard deviation from the mean value leads to better trajectory mapping.
It is a reason why we got better results for one of the training ships.

5. Conclusions

We have presented a mathematical modeling tool, which may be used for ship’s trajectory
mapping. The proposed simple mathematical tool allows for ship’s path estimation and prediction
on the basis of a set of WPTs. The problem of nonlinear reference based on the ship dynamics is
addressed. The Bézier square rational curve is used to provide feasible reference for a particular
autonomous ship. Curve parametrization method, using coefficients determined on the basis of the
ship motion and dimension parameters, was presented. Relationships between the individual curve
coefficients and the vessel parameters were indicated. It was proved that these coefficient values do
not depend on the turning angle and have a similar value for a particular vessel, which allows for their
off-line computation and usage in the on-line trajectory prediction system. This leads to computations
simplification and fastening, crucial for the real operating MASS reference generation. The research
carried out showed that there is a possibility to incorporate ship dynamics into reference trajectory
generation algorithm and deliver feasible reference to any MASS controller.

The proposed methodology is very simple. Its application does not require prior collection of
large amounts of the AIS data. It guarantees the ease of determining the parameters necessary to
generate the coefficients for a specific vessel. It is only necessary to make a few turns to port and
starboard side and compute the coefficient values according to the presented formulas. It is possible
because the values of coefficients depend on the ship parameters, its speed, and not on the angle
of turn. Future trajectory approximation is then fast and easy. It requires a small amount of the
controller memory.

Our future work will relate to ship’s circulation modeling, path generator in model predictive
controller involvement and our path approximation tool connected with longitudinal ship’s velocity
and time in order to get a complete trajectory prediction system. It will make it possible in future
to develop a reliable safe trajectory generation system, in which collisions with moving objects and
obstacles may be avoided.
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